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March 22, 1974

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
WITH PAUL VAN CAMPEN, DIRECTOR OF THE CABINET,
PRIVATE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL
FRIDAY, MARCH 22, 1974

Paul Van Campen came to see me Friday night the 22nd.

Paul said that Luns was out of the city, but that he

was sure for Luns because they had discussed this problem

on a number of occasions. He felt the matter was of some

urgency because Kissinger will be in Bonn on Sunday. He

specifically requested that we see Henry is informed of

this point of view prior to his meeting in Bonn.

Van Campen has heard that the Germans are working on a

solution to the problem between the Nine and the United

States and the approach presently in the forefront is a

proposal which would involve meetings of the Political

Directors of the Nine with senior US officials, before the

Nine takes decisions. He understands that Scheel is working

on this approach.

Luns' view is that as far as NATO is concerned this solution

would cause serious problems. (1) the flanks would be very

upset, (2) It would seem what would result would be that
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the US would meet with the Nine on matters and in many

instances the matters would require NATO consultation

so they would be doubling, which has always been something

that there has been an effort to avoid. (3) Luns feels

that a mechanism is at hand, namely NATO and the various

bodies of NATO.

First, I said that I was not aware of this particular

solution, although obviously certain, different possible

options are self evident. I said that, however, for the

sake of discussion, what if the US and the Nine talked

about non-NATO subjects then you would avoid the doubling

up and very likely you would then reduce the intensity of

oposition by the flanks. He said, but where do you draw

the line? The Nine are talking increasingly about a great

many things, many of which can be categorized as the

political and military security interests. He doesn't

think it is possible to draw a line, and even if it is

the line would move continuously in the direction of greater

consultation by the Nine and therefore greater consultation

between the Nine and the US on NATO subjects.
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So Che Secretary General as custodian of the whole feels

that he has considerable misgivings about this particular

resolution of the problem between the US and the Nine.

Specifically,the problem of the Nine consulting on a great

many matters that affect NATO, or ultimately come into

NATO and probably increasingly so, is bad enough but if

the most important partner of the Alliance joined the Nine

the problem would be considerably aggravated from NATO's

point of view.

Van Campen said it would be a pity to solve one problem,

however important, by creating another possibly more

serious.

of the
He said that the Dutch are opposed to this solution/Ten,

but in Van Campen's mind the French might support reversing

their past position, because they might feel that it is

bad for NATO, which it would be, so in their funny way of

thinking they might feel it is a plus for them.
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